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DRINK CHIPS: SETUP AND USAGE 
Basic review of the Drink Chip setup process, usage, and reporting 

WHAT IS A DRINK CHIP? 

Drink Chips are another form of discount that is easy to setup and use for tracking purposes. The drink chip has its own 
report, setup, and is used very similarly to an item discount. Before we discuss the semantics of how it is used, we need to 
discuss how it is setup. Drink Chips can be physical tickets/chips or can be a virtual, but you will require your staff to control 
the flow if you are using virtual drink chips. 

SETTING UP DRINK CHIPS: 

From the 
Manager 
Tools 
screen, 
navigate to 
the 
Discount 
Setup by 
opening the 
Setup menu 
and click on 
Discount 
Setup. 

Now open the Drink Chip Setup by clicking the Drink Chip Setup button. 

Once you have entered the Drink Chip Setup there are two panels that 
both need to be setup to fully utilize the Drink Chips. The (1) Drink Chip 
Groups/Categories that allow for Drink Chips to be redeemed on and 
the (2) Drink Chip Settings. 

1. Drink Chip Groups/Categories: 

This is where the user decides the items a drink chip can be 
enabled on. Select “Show Groups” or “Show Categories” and click 
the Update button to populate the available lists. “Show Groups” 
will generate a list of Item Groups from the Menu Setup, and 
“Show Categories” is a list of Menu Categories. From this panel 
you can choose to enable/disable all items in the list, or you can 
enable select items by simply clicking on the list item. All menu 
items within the Group or Category selected will allow for drink 
chip redemption and at this time the menu is not capable of 
making drink chips available for use by specific item. 
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2. Drink Chip Settings: 

The Starting Drink Chips is the number of available drink chips for issuing. This IS NOT how many chips a table starts 
with, this is how many chips are still on hand to be handed out; there is no cap on the number of drink chips that can be 
redeemed at one time and the staff still needs to be held responsible for maintaining how may chips have been redeemed 
per customer.  

Once you have finished enabling the groups and/or categories, the last step is to define when Drink Chips can be 
distributed and enabling the Drink Chips feature. Then click Save Drink Chip Settings and Close Drink Chip Setup to finish 
the setup process. 

ISSUING AND APPLYING DRINK 
CHIPS: 

For the front of the house staff, using drink chips is 
slightly different than a standard discount. The user will 
need a security level high enough to apply discounts, 
which can be set in the Employee Setup and Security 
Settings. 

From the order entry screen, select the item that you want 
to apply a drink chip towards and click the Show Item 
Options. Now click the Discount Item button to open the 
Item Discount  screen. From here you can issue or 
redeem Drink Chips as needed. The user can issue a 
drink chip by clicking Give Drink Chip, which will count 
down on the remaining available drink 
chips for distribution. While if the user 
clicks on the Redeem Drink Chip the full 
amount of the item is discounted. 

It is important to remember that there is 
no maximum on the number of drink 
chips that can be applied to one check, 
which means 
when you are 
setting up 
drink chip 
usage that you 
track who can 
utilize the 
discounts and 
what drink 
chips are 
being used. 
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TRACKING DRINK CHIP USAGE: 

To access the Drink Chip Report open the Manager Tools 
screen and navigate to the Reports > Discounts > Drink Chip 
Report. 

Generating the report is just like any other report; select a date 
range and click Generate Report. You will have the same options 
to Export, Email or Print the report. Let’s review the Drink Chip 
Report. 

1. Date 

This is the date of the Redemption or Issuing of a Drink 
Chip 

2. Time 

Time of the Redemption or Issuing of a Drink Chip. 

3. Order 

This is the order number 
where the Drink Chip was 
Redeemed or Issued. 

4. Item 

The name of the Item 
where a drink chip was 
applied or redeemed. 

5. Redeem 

The dollar value of a 
Drink Chip once 
redeemed 

6. Issued 

The dollar value of the 
item selected when a 
drink chip is issued 

7. Chip Totals 

This is the details 
summary section for a date range, including the amounts redeemed or issued. 

8. Grand Total 

This section  tells you how many Drink Chips you started with and how many you should have on hand at the end of 
the date range. The Now column ( in this example 17) is a summation of the On Hand starting value (+2) plus, the 
Total Redeemed (+16), and the number of Issued drink chips (-1).  


